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WORKING 8-STRAND CROSSED-WARP BRAIDS

Setting up the 8-strand warp is explained in the first PDF file. Attach the far end of the warp to 
a support and place your left index finger in the other end pointing to the right.

A crossing method 
1. Take your right finger under the first lower warp, catch its upper partner and then bring it under the
lower warp back to the front of your finger.
2. Repeat with the next set of warps.
3. Pull the two upper warps to the right so you can see the two lower warps to the left and bring these
lower warps to the front of your finger. You should now have the light colour at the outer edge.
4. Reapeat steps 1–3 for the next pair of warps — here you will work with the light warps first, then
with the dark warps. You should finish with the light colour at each side and the dark colour in the
middle — see image 2 below.
5. Pass the weft to the left, then bring the warps back to their original position and pass the weft to the
right. You should see a line of light thread going to the right — see images 3 and 4 below.

NB. Thicker lines are used for the front warps in the diagrams.

Step 1: Move the first upper warp under the lower warp to the 
front of your right finger.

Step 2: Repeat with the 
second pair of warp 
threads

Step 3: Bring the lower warps to 
the front from the left. Right pairLeft pair

1. Ready to start A
crossing

2. Steps 1-4 worked 3. Pass weft to left 4. Bring down original
shed, pass weft to right
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Step 3: Bring the lower warps to the 
front from the right.

Step 1: Move the first lower warp over the upper warp and 
then bring the the upper warp to the top of your right finger.

Step 2: Repeat with the 
second pair of warp 
threads

Right pairLeft pair

B crossing method

1. Move the first upper warp to the right and use your right finger to bring the lower warp up over it,
then catch the upper warp on the left and bring it to the top of your finger over the lower warp.
2. Repeat with the next set of warps.
3. Pull the two lower warps to the right and bring them to the front of your finger. You should now
have the light colour at the outer edge.
4. Repeat steps 1–3 for the next pair of warps — here you will work with the light warps first, then
with the dark warps. You should finish with the light colour at each side and the dark colour in the
middle — see image 6 below.
5. Pass the weft to the left, then bring the warps back to their original position and pass the weft to the
right. You should see a line of light thread going to the left — see images 7 and 8 below.

NB. Thicker lines are used for the front warps in the diagrams.

5. Ready to start B
crossing

6. Steps 1-4 worked 7. Pass weft to left 8. Bring down original
shed, pass weft to right
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A video showing both A and B crossings can be viewed at https://youtu.be/2ORswLJTXSM.
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Other patterns for 8-strand crossed-warp braids
The 8-strand braids can also be made with other patterns by varying where each crossing method is 
used. In the previous example with a zig-zag the braid was worked with a repeat of two rows.

Row 1: work method A with both warp pairs
Row 2: method B with both warp pairs 

Other possibilities are:
Row 1: work method A with the first warp pair and method B with the second warp pair
Row 2: work method B with the first warp pair and method A with the second warp pair

or work method A with the first pair and method B with the second pair on the every row. 
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